Services for Legacy Resource Holders (RIPE Policy Proposal 2012-07)
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Goals of Legacy Resource Holders

• Have accurate registry data
• Become part of the family we helped set up
• Get the services we need without disturbing existing rights
• Pay a fair price
Objectives

• Accurate registry data

• Make it easy for Legacy Resource Holders to keep data current

• Make it easy for RIPE NCC to give service to Legacy Resource Holders

• Declare success
Proposed

• New category (in addition to PA, PI): LEGACY
• Members can register legacy resources
• Legacy Resource Holders can become members
• Legacy Resource Holders can register via a Sponsoring LIR
• Non-members can register legacy resources directly with new Legacy Service Agreement
• RIPE NCC will deal reasonably with edge cases
Progress of Policy Proposal 2012-07

- 18 Apr 2012: RIPE 64 Ljubljana:
  NCCS WG takes on policy development for Services for Legacy Resources

- 27 Aug 2012: v1.0 announced

- 26 Sep 2012: RIPE 65 Amsterdam:
  authors have taken account of comments and expect v2.0 ready “soon”

- 24 Jan 2013: v2.0 announced

- 08 Mar 2013: v3.0 submitted, announcement held for Impact Assessment

- 25 Apr 2013: Impact Assessment available:
  new version and Review Phase announced

- 06 May 2013: Review Phase re-started, finishing 03 Jun 2013

- 14 May 2013: Problem-solving meeting
  between NCC and proposers of policy
over to you ...